Move Up to the Cloud
or Stay Where You Are?

6 THINGS TO CONSIDER
WHEN REVIEWING YOUR
CONTACT CENTER SYSTEM

DECISIONS, DECISIONS

Whatever the reason, you’re already aware that upgrades

There are many reasons you might be looking

to a traditional on- premise Contact Center hardware

at upgrading your Contact Center system. Perhaps your

system can be costly, time-consuming, and disruptive. You

manufacturer has declared your current one at the end of

may be wondering whether or not a cloud-based solution

its life. Maybe you’re lacking some key features that would

is the answer you need, but don’t know quite enough about

improve your customer experience. It could be that your

it or the benefits it can provide.

needs have changed, and you need more flexibility, or the
ability to scale up or down with demand.

Before you make any move, the following guide outlines six
things you should consider to determine which decision is
the right one for you.

With more companies
moving to the cloud,

TRANSITION TIME

it is projected to become

Traditional systems generally need to be taken offline

Because your customers want to connect. Now.

a $15.67B USD industry

while service technicians perform any upgrade. Estimates

by 2021, compared to
$5.43B USD in 2016.

by large margins – especially if the components needed
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on how long you’ll be unreachable for can vary, and be off
to upgrade are faulty or if your system does not reboot
properly.
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Cloud system providers set up your contact center system

can have you putting your operations on hold, time and

while you continue to work from your old one. They

time again. Some disruptions may include technicians

interview your team to ensure the right set of features

needing to clear access paths, creating space for large

and capacities are incorporated. Then, when it’s just

tools and equipment, setting up the new system space

about ready, they test it to ensure that it’s performing

in a specific way, requiring your power to be switched off,

optimally before switching over. Once all is approved,

or even needing changes to your air-conditioning and fire

your Telco switches over the phone lines and the cloud

protection systems. Things can be in complete disarray

Contact Center takes over. The old system is ready for the

even before the new system has reached your office!

curb when you’re ready to put it aside. No interruptions

Cloud contact centers can be adjusted at any time,

necessary.

especially at the moments that your needs increase or
decrease. You never have to worry when you suddenly hit
a higher than normal peak load. Updates and new features

ACCESS TO TRAINING AND SUPPORT

are included by your vendor, so you’ll automatically be

Because there are always questions when there’s

upgraded to the newest solution without having to turn

something new.

your office upside down or haul any equipment around. It’s

How and when your team can be trained on new features

all in the cloud!

makes a huge impact on how long it will take to get your
department back up and running after an upgrade. Just
thinking about the process might make you not want to

AGENTS. ANYTIME, ANYWHERE.

upgrade at all.

Traditional contact center models require for your team
to come into a centralized location, limiting your ability to

But in order to keep up with changing customer service

find talent to your locale.

demands, upgrades are necessary.

Traditional contact center models require for your team to
come into a centralized location, limiting your ability to find

With a traditional on-premise contact center system,

talent to your locale.

typically you’re dependent on the availability of your
supplier. Beyond some of the obvious issues such as
scheduling, location of training, and the time your team
spends learning, some suppliers will only provide training
for an additional cost - with re-training being even more
costly.

Hosted Contact Center
solutions are often
33% less expensive.

Reputable cloud contact center solution vendors usually
come with a built-in support team. Be sure to ask pertinent
questions of your vendor, including: their average response

Cloud contact center solutions enable agents to work

time to queries; whether or not there are times when

remotely, providing you with the opportunity to expand

support is not available; and what the procedures are if

your hiring range across the country or even globally.

your problem has not been resolved.

Agents can connect to the platform from wherever they
are – all they need is an internet connection.

FUTURE UPGRADES

In addition, a recent survey by Leadership IQ showed that

Because things are always changing, and you should too.

employees are 87% more likely to love their jobs when they

The funny things about upgrades, is that there will always

have the freedom to work from home or remotely.

be another upgrade. Upgrades to a traditional contact

Happier employees lead to happier service and ultimately,

center system can require quite a bit of prep work that

happier customers.
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PLAN B
Because everyone needs a back-up plan… Right?
Your Contact Center Director has probably spoken
to you more than a few times about the need to setup

maintain. Plus, you get an external technical support team
who takes the pressure off your staff so they can continue
to focus on what really matters – providing your customers
with a high-quality service experience.

and operate a second contact center system just in case

An upgrade might be mandatory for your system.

something should happen to the main one. As we all know

Staying with your system isn’t.

from our phones and computers - sometimes, things
just crash. The hope is that it never does, but regardless,
JUST IN CASE, every month you need to spend some
time maintaining the additional system (as well as a bit of
money), whether you use it or not.
Now, imagine there was a horrific disaster and your office

Before investing more money into what you have, think
more about what you want and what makes the most
sense for your company in the long run. With so much on
the line, it’s worth taking the time to explore your options
before jumping to order that upgrade.

building was suddenly demolished. With a traditional
contact center system, it could take months to be back
solution. So long as your agents have access to a phone,

UNLOCKING STRONGER AGENT
PERFORMANCE IN THE CLOUD

your cloud contact center will be able to keep on handling

Unlike most cloud contact centers, with UNIVERGE BLUE®

your customers. Cloud contact centers provide built-in

ENGAGE Contact Center Solution you get the human

redundancy and fail-safe operation solutions.

capital you need to ensure your agents are empowered to

up and running. Not so with a cloud contact center

deliver optimal customer service.

COST
Because money doesn’t grow on trees.

AT NO ADDED COST, WE’LL HELP

So you’ve already invested money in the traditional

Recommend better contact center metrics to gain

system. You’ve paid to train all your staff on it, done several

actionable business intelligence for Senior Management.

upgrades and it’s working right now. Great!

Provide continuous training to ensure the most effective
use of our simple yet powerful analytics and reporting

But consider this – if you had a car that you were putting

tools.

more money into than what it was worth, what would be

Offer ongoing staff training leveraging industry best

the wiser decision? Continue maintaining it, or lease a new

practices to improve the collection and aggregation of

one that is likely more fuel efficient, has better features,

optimal contact center metrics for your goals.

and will save you both time and hassle?

Provide you with continued premium support via a
dedicated technical team.

Traditional on-premise contact systems can take a toll,
both financial and mental. When you start to break down

Questions? Contact Us today.

the numbers, factoring in training costs, upgrade costs,
service costs, and so on, you should also ask yourself:
what’s my time worth? Is it worthwhile to have service
disruptions when you upgrade? Is it worthwhile to need to
schedule your time around your vendor’s availability?
According to a Yankee Group analysis, cloud contact center
solutions are often 33% less expensive to operate and
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